1 WEDNESDAY

7:00  Nature: Animal Reunions
Feel the emotion as keepers and carers reunite with the wild animals that were once in their care to learn whether the close interspecies bonds that developed over many years in refuges and orphanages have stood the test of time.

8:00  Great Performances: From Vienna – The New Year's Celebration 2020
Celebrate 2020 with the Vienna Philharmonic at the Musikverein. Under the baton of guest conductor Andris Nelsons and featuring the Vienna City Ballet, the orchestra will play the waltzes of Strauss. PBS favorite Hugh Bonneville returns as host.

9:30  Symphony for Nature: The Britt Orchestra at Crater Lake
Join classical musicians and Klamath drummers for a world premiere inspired by Oregon's breathtaking Crater Lake, forging deep connections among people, art and nature in an environment rich with historic and spiritual significance.

10:00 Bluegrass Underground: Devil Makes Three

10:30 Subcarrier: Steve Gunn
Electric neo-folk guitar rock from NYC.

2 THURSDAY

7:00  This Old House Hour
Jeff installs floating mantel. Norm panels. Kevin visits apprentices at timber framing school. On Ask This Old House, Tom replaces railing with modern cable railing; Nathan upgrades door.

8:00  Queen Elizabeth’s Secret Agents – Part 1
Elizabeth’s enemies grow in strength, but her spymaster Robert Cecil also fights an enemy within. An ambitious aristocrat is trying to take over his network. At stake is control over the aging queen and the power to choose the next King of England.

9:00  Queen Elizabeth’s Secret Agents – Part 2
Elizabeth’s enemies grow in strength, but her spymaster Robert Cecil also fights an enemy within. An ambitious aristocrat is trying to take over his network. At stake is control over the aging queen and the power to choose the next King of England.

8:30  Country Music: The Rub (Beginnings -1933)
See how what was first called ‘hillbilly music’ reaches new audiences through phonographs and radio, and launches the careers of country music’s first big stars, the Carter Family and Jimmie Rodgers.

10:30 Antiques Roadshow Recut: Politically Collect 1
Electing and collecting: These two great American traditions combine in one historic half-hour. Part One commemorates political battles long past, with treasures that hail from red states and blue.

3 FRIDAY

7:00  Washington Week

7:30  Capitol Journal Week in Review
State’s news at a new time!

8:00  Alan Jackson Precious Memories
Alan Jackson’s performs signature renditions of traditional hymns and gospel favorites. Selections include: “When We All Get to Heaven,” “The Old Rugged Cross” and “How Great Thou Art.”

4 SATURDAY

7:00  Classic Gospel: Sweeter As The Day Goes By

8:00  Alan Jackson Precious Memories
Alan Jackson’s performs signature renditions of traditional hymns and gospel favorites. Selections include: “When We All Get to Heaven,” “The Old Rugged Cross” and “How Great Thou Art.”

NOTE: Production of Firing Line is on hiatus until March.
9:00  Keeping Up Appearances: Country Retreat
Hyacinth is determined to buy a cottage in the country as a weekend retreat. Needless to say, her idea of what is suitable matches neither Richard's wishes nor his wallet. Luckily an amorous farmer makes her realize that country life is not as idyllic as she thought.

9:30  As Time Goes By
Jean is opening another secretarial agency and is looking for someone to run it. Work for Lionel seems to have dried up, giving Jean cause for concern. But Lionel is keeping something secret.

10:00  Austin City Limits: Sharon Van Etten/Lucy Dacus
New Yorker Van Etten performs songs from her acclaimed LP Remind Me Tomorrow, while Virginian Dacus highlights her album Historian.

5 SUNDAY

3:00  Downtown Abbey Season 2
Episodes 1-3

7:00  Victoria Season 3 On Masterpiece: A Public Inconvenience
Albert and Palmerston put their reputations on the line, and Victoria must fight against her better judgment to decide where to place her allegiance.

8:00  Victoria Season 3 On Masterpiece: The White Elephant
In the season finale, the world's eyes are on the Great Exhibitions, and the Royal couple. Does triumph or failure beckon?

9:00  Secrets of Henry VIII's Palace
Hampton Court is the ultimate royal pleasure palace — embodying the indulgent and grandiose kingship built by Cardinal Wolsey and developed by King Henry VIII. Through its rooms, chart King Henry VIII’s decline from fit young warrior to bloated womanizer and recall the vivid stories of the ladies who became his queens.

10:00  Doc Martin: Preserve The Romance
In the season five premiere, the baby boy born to Dr. Martin and his estranged partner Louisa is about to change their lives dramatically.

6 MONDAY

7:00  Antiques Roadshow: Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library Hour 1
Experience an all-new season of exceptional items appraised at distinctive, historic venues across the country, kicking off from the stunning grounds of Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library with a heartwarming valuation of a $125,000 family treasure.

8:00  McCarthy: American Experience
Explore the rise and fall of the notorious senator who led a Cold War crusade against Communists. His zealous campaign to root out those he viewed as enemies of the state would test the limits of American decency and democracy.

10:00  The Democracy Rebellion: A Reporter's Notebook with Hedrick Smith
Journalist Hedrick Smith travels the country looking for positive stories of democratic reform and finds them in six states where grassroots activists are fighting to equal the playing field.

7 TUESDAY

7:00  Finding Your Roots With Henry Louis Gates Jr.: Homecomings
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actor Sterling K. Brown, comedian Sasheer Zamata and musician Jon Batiste discover the unexpected places their ancestors called home, providing new insight into the people and places that made them who they are today.

8:00  Finding Your Roots With Henry Louis Gates Jr.: Hollywood Royalty
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actors Isabella Rossellini, Anjelica Huston and Mia Farrow unearth surprising new revelations about their family histories, taking them generations beyond their famous cinematic forebears.

AMERICAN EXPERIENCE: McCarthy
6 Monday at 8:00pm
9:00 Dave Chappelle: The Mark Twain Prize
The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts presents the 22nd annual Mark Twain Prize for American Humor to Dave Chappelle.

10:30 Frontline: Targeting El Paso
How El Paso became an immigration testing ground and then the target of a white supremacist. With interviews of current and former officials, border patrol agents, advocates and migrants, the inside story from the epicenter of the border crisis.

8 WEDNESDAY

7:00 Nature: The Whale Detective
A filmmaker investigates his traumatic encounter with a 30-ton humpback whale that breached and almost landed on him while he was kayaking. What he discovers raises far bigger questions about humans' relationship with whales and their future.

8:00 NOVA: The Planets: Inner Worlds
The rocky planets - Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars - were born of similar material around the same time, yet only one supports life. Were Earth's neighbors always so extreme? Is there somewhere else in the solar system where life might flourish?

9:00 Ozone Hole: How We Saved The Planet
Discover the forgotten story of the hole in the ozone layer and how the world came together to fix it. Hear from the scientists and politicians who persuaded Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher to take action and solve the planetary problem.

10:00 Bluegrass Underground: Mandy Barnett
10:30 Subcarrier: Mountain Man
Enchanting acapella folk harmonies from this woman's trio based in Vermont.

9 THURSDAY

7:00 This Old House Hour: Westerly House | Beehive Oven, Jimmy DiResta
Old pine boards and panels get new life; build and light a pergola; new shutters get assembled. On Ask This Old House, Mark restores a beehive oven; Richard repairs a toilet; Tom works with maker Jimmy DiResta.

8:00 Discovering Alabama: Alabama Indigenous Mound Trail
In this brand new episode, Doug Phillips explores a number of monumental earthworks created by Alabama's First Peoples. These earthworks were built from the Gulf of Mexico to the northern mountains of the state.

8:30 Journey Proud: Herbal Medicine
For generations, certain members of American communities have acquired centuries-old knowledge of the use of plants in medicine. We'll travel to the woods with Darryl Patton and his apprentice as he gathers plants and teaches, using the Alabama forest as his classroom.

9:00 Queen Elizabeth's Secret Agents – Part 3
England has a new monarch, King James I, and Elizabeth's former spymaster Robert Cecil faces his toughest test. A group of religious extremists plans to blow up the Houses of Parliament with the king inside – the Gunpowder Plot.

10:00 Muscle Shoals to Music Row: Reed Turchi and his Kudzu Choir
Multi-instrumentalist Reed Turchi is a producer, label head, band leader and solo artist. He’s also a master of guitar driven blues that shift seamlessly between acoustic slide, electric juke joint boogie, and the improvisational, groove-driven, massive sound of his Nashville based Kudzu Orkestra.

10 FRIDAY

7:00 Washington Week
7:30 Captol Journal Week in Review

8:00 Country Music: Hard Times (1933 -1945)
Watch as Nashville becomes the heart of the country music industry. The genre grows in popularity during the Great Depression and World War II as America falls in love with singing cowboys, Texas Swing and the Grand Ole Opry's Roy Acuff.
10:30 Antiques Roadshow Recut: Politically Collect 2
Antiques Roadshow elected to showcase fantastic finds related to American politics in Part Two of the half-hour Politically Collect Recut, including 20th century presidential autographs, 1947 political cartoons, and a Congressional desk and chair.

11 SATURDAY

7:00 Classic Gospel: The Hoppers Honor The First Families of Gospel Music

8:00 Paul Thorn's Mission Temple Fireworks Revival
Mississippi native Paul Thorn and his crack band are joined by five-time Grammy Award-winning icons The Blind Boys of Alabama and gospel singing quartet the McCrary Sisters in an evening of gritty, soulful and raucous Southern gospel music.

9:00 Keeping Up Appearances: Looking at Properties
Much to Richard's horror, Hyacinth decides to make another attempt at finding a weekend country home. When a sudden problem involving “Daddy” demands Richard's attention, Hyacinth asks Elizabeth to help her find a suitable property.

9:30 As Time Goes By
Alistair returns from a trip to the US and announces that he has an American TV company interested in their love story as a mini-series.

10:00 Austin City Limits: The Raconteurs/Black Pumas
Nashville's Raconteurs spotlight their album Help Us Stranger, while Austin's Black Pumas perform tunes

12 SUNDAY

4:00 Great Performances at the Met: Manon
Massenet's sensual opera with soprano Lisette Oropesa and tenor Michael Fabiano.

7:00 Howards End On Masterpiece: Episode One
A passionate misunder-standing, a surprise visit and a stolen umbrella set into motion a series of events that unexpectedly intertwine the lives of the Schlegels, the Wilcoxes and the Bast.

8:00 Sanditon On Masterpiece: Episode One/Episode Two
A coach accident brings Charlotte to Sanditon, where she meets Tom and Sidney Parker. Lady Denham hosts a pineapple party for West Indian heiress Miss Lambe. Edward’s relatives complicate matters. Charlotte and Sidney have an awkward encounter.

10:00 Doc Martin: Dry Your Tears
Determined to get to grips with fatherhood, Martin asks Louisa to move into his house.

13 MONDAY

7:00 Antiques Roadshow: Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library Hour 2
Discover Delaware treasures appraised at Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library such as Stephen King first editions from 1974-1977, an Ilya Schor silver plate and a Louis Comfort Tiffany oil, ca. 1870. Which is valued at $100,000-$150,000?

8:00 Frontline: America's Great Divide: Obama to Trump: Part 1
An investigation into America's increasingly bitter, divided and toxic politics. Episode one traces how Barack Obama's promise of unity collapsed as increasing racial, cultural and political divisions laid the groundwork for the rise of Donald Trump.

10:00 Assassination of Abraham Lincoln: American Experience
This film recounts a great American drama: two tumultuous months when the joy of peace was shattered by the heartache of assassination. At the heart of the story are two figures who define the extremes of character: Lincoln,
who had the strength to transform suffering into infinite compassion, and Booth, who allowed hatred to curdle into destruction.

14 TUESDAY

7:00 Finding Your Roots With Henry Louis Gates Jr.: This Land Is My Land
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. reveals the unexpected family trees of entertainer Queen Latifah and actor Jeffrey Wright, redefining their sense of the black experience – and challenging preconceptions about America’s past.

8:00 Frontline: America’s Great Divide: Obama to Trump: Part 2
An investigation into America’s increasingly bitter, divided and toxic politics. Episode two examines how Donald Trump's campaign exploited the country’s divisions and how his presidency has unleashed anger on both sides of the divide.

10:00 Ray Stevens Cabaray Nashville: T.G. Brown and Suzi Ragsdale

15 WEDNESDAY

7:00 Nature: Hippos: Africa's River Giants
Go beneath the surface and meet Africa’s river giants, the hippos. Discover an unexpected side of these aquatic mammals that can’t even swim as hippos protect their families, face their enemies and suffer in a drought. Narrated by David Attenborough.

8:00 NOVA: The Planets: Jupiter
Jupiter’s massive gravitational force made it a wrecking ball when it barreled through the early solar system. But it also shaped life on Earth, delivering comets laden with water – and perhaps even the fateful asteroid that wiped out the dinosaurs.

9:00 Expedition with Steve Backshall: Oman – Desert Canyon
Head into the unknown with explorer Steve Backshall as he journeys to the world’s last unexplored places and faces challenges around the globe. In the premiere, follow Backshall to Oman, where he plans to drop nearly 400 meters into the deepest canyon in Southern Arabia.

10:00 Bluegrass Underground: Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Truly iconic, profoundly influential, and a catalyst for an entire movement in Country Rock and American Roots Music, the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band continues to add to their legendary status.

16 THURSDAY

7:00 This Old House Hour: Westerly House | Stoop Planters, Fireplace Insert
The TVs and curtains are hung as the outdoor lights get installed and the flagpole is refurbished. On Ask This Old House, Kevin works with maker Jenn Largesse; Jenn revives a stoop; Heath adds a fireplace insert.

8:00 Ireland's Wild Coast
Join Emmy-winning wildlife cameraman Colin Stafford-Johnson on an authored journey along Ireland's rugged Atlantic coast, providing insights into the wild animals and wild places of the island he calls home.

10:00 Muscle Shoals to Music Row: Essex County
Nathan, Mark and Keiran Bass from Essex, UK are a vocal group now recording in Nashville. They traveled to FAME studios to share their voices on Muscle Shoals to Music Row.

17 FRIDAY

7:00 Washington Week

7:30 Captol Journal Week in Review

8:30 Country Music: The Hillbilly Shakespeare (1945 -1953)
See how the bluegrass sound spreads in post-war America, and meet honky-tonk star Hank Williams, whose songs of surprisingly emotional depth are derived from his troubled and tragically short life.

10:30 Antiques Roadshow Recut: Newport 1
Experience Roadshow's groundbreaking visit to Rosecliff
mansion when, for the first time, it takes the cameras indoors and outdoors. This half-hour Recut includes a 1939 'The Gold Royal' typewriter, 'New Republic Portfolio' prints and more.

18 SATURDAY

7:00 Classic Gospel: Gaither Vocal Band: We Have This Moment

8:00 Alabama Gospel Roots
Alabama Public Television brings talented groups from around the state to perform in this new music series recorded at APT’s Madison Avenue Studio in Montgomery.

9:00 Keeping Up Appearances: Please Mind Your Head
Hyacinth and Richard are spending their first day in their new country retreat. It may be a grand address, but the accommodation they have secured for themselves is not so much small as microscopic.

9:30 As Time Goes By
Jean and Lionel travel to Los Angeles to discuss turning their story into a film. But Jean becomes quite concerned when Lionel meets the executive who will decide their fate.

10:00 Austin City Limits: Mitski/Rainbow Kitten Surprise

19 SUNDAY

3:00 Downtown Abbey Season 2 Episodes 4-5

5:00 Great Performances: Movies for Grownups

7:00 Howards End On Masterpiece: Episode Two
Mrs. Wilcox surprises her family with a final request regarding Howards End. The Schlegels face eviction from their house. The Schlegel sisters take up the cause of Jacky Bast’s husband.

8:00 Sanditon On Masterpiece: Episode Three
Young Stringer presses Tom for back pay owed his builders, currently toiling under dangerous conditions. Aided by the new doctor, Charlotte and Sidney respond to an emergency. Miss Lambe pines for her absent lover.

9:00 Vienna Blood: Episode One
Inspector Oskar Rheinhardt calls upon Dr. Max Liebermann, a student of Freud, to help investigate the murder of a beautiful young medium. The mysterious circumstances of the case suggest a supernatural power is at work.

10:00 Doc Martin: Born with a Shotgun
Tempers are frayed as Martin and Louisa try to find ways to comfort their constantly wailing baby.

20 MONDAY

7:00 Antiques Roadshow: Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library Hour 3
Wrap up Antiques Roadshow’s first-ever visit to Delaware with incredible appraisals including 1820 J.J. Audubon portraits, a Ming Dynasty Xiwangmu figure and Ric Binkley science fiction illustrations, ca. 1950. Learn which is $80,000-$150,000.

8:00 No Passport Required: Los Angeles
Explore the large and thriving Armenian community in Los Angeles with Chef Marcus Samuelsson as he learns about their history, shares their traditional cuisine and meets young chefs who are taking it to the next level.

9:00 No Passport Required: Seattle
Join Chef Marcus Samuelsson as he explores Seattle’s thriving Filipino community, learning about their longstanding connection to the city and meeting young Filipino-American chefs who are bringing their passion to the city’s vibrant food scene.
10:00  Julia Child: American Masters
Savor the life and legacy of Julia Child, who introduced French cuisine to America through her public TV series, The French Chef, in 1963. First aired in August 2004, the film tells two love stories: “Julia & Paul Child” and “Julia & French food.”

21 TUESDAY

7:00  Finding Your Roots With Henry Louis Gates Jr.: Beyond The Pale
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the Jewish heritages of actor Jeff Goldblum, radio host Terry Gross and comedian Marc Maron, uncovering previously unknown stories that show each shares much more with their ancestors than a religious tradition.

8:00  Secrets of the Dead: Bombing Auschwitz
Join historians, survivors and experts as they consider one of the great moral dilemmas of the 20th century. Should the Allies have risked killing Auschwitz prisoners and bombed the camp to stop future atrocities?

22 WEDNESDAY

7:00  Nature: Wild Way of the Vikings
Experience the natural world through the eyes of the Vikings. From the killer whales of the North Sea to the volcanic mounts of Iceland, see the deep history and cultural respect the Vikings had with the land and sea. Ewan McGregor narrates.

8:00  NOVA: The Planets: Saturn
NASA's Cassini explores Saturn for 13 years, looping through its icy rings and flying by its moons. The probe captures stunning ring-moon interactions, but when it finds the ingredients for life on the moon Enceladus, a bittersweet decision is made.

9:00  Expedition with Steve Backshall: Greenland - Frozen Frontier
Accompany Steve Backshall to Greenland, where he aims to kayak across the world's largest fjord during the Arctic's most volatile and dangerous time of year - the spring melt - in an attempt to understand how rising temperatures impact the area.

10:00  Bluegrass Underground: Amanda Shires
Alabama’s Amanda Shires cuts her own genre blended roots-rock with fierce-sweet violin, soaring vocals and critically acclaimed compositions. Shires was Americana’s 2017 Emerging Artist of the Year.

23 THURSDAY

7:00  This Old House Hour: Westerly House | Ceiling Light, Tool Storage
The ranch is now a Dutch Colonial. Kevin, Tom tour; Norm brings table. Flags fly at the flagpole. On Ask This Old House, Heath installs a ceiling light; Mark discusses trowels; Tom and Kevin build a storage rack.

8:00  Spotlight On Education (January 2020)
Don Dailey hosts APT’s quarterly report on education news in Alabama.

9:00  Wild Weather
Brave, ambitious (even unlikely) experiments show how nature transforms simple ingredients like wind, water and temperature into something spectacular and powerful.

10:00  Muscle Shoals to Music Row: Maggie Rose
County singer Maggie Rose performs some of her favorites, including songs from her 2018 LP Change the Whole Thing.

24 FRIDAY

7:00  Washington Week

7:30  Captol Journal Week in Review

8:30  Country Music: I Can't Stop Loving You (1953 -1963)
Travel to Memphis, where Sun Studios artists Johnny Cash and Elvis Presley usher in the era of rockabilly. Ray Charles crosses America’s racial divide by recording a country album. Patsy Cline shows off Music City's smooth new Nashville Sound.

PLEASE NOTE: LISTINGS ARE AS ACCURATE AS POSSIBLE AT PRESS TIME, BUT PROGRAMMING IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE. FIND THE MOST UP-TO-DATE SCHEDULE INFORMATION ONLINE AT WWW.APTVA.ORG
10:30 Antiques Roadshow Recut: Newport 2
Learn about historical treasures as they are appraised in a Gilded Age mansion. In this half-hour Recut, Roadshow travels to Rosecliff for finds including Tiffany Studios vases with the original crate, a Benny Andrews oil from around 1962 and more.

25 SATURDAY

7:00 Classic Gospel: Johnny Cash Music Festival 2011

8:00 Alabama Gospel Roots
Alabama Public Television brings talented groups from around the state to perform in this new music series recorded at APT’s Madison Avenue Studio in Montgomery.

9:00 Keeping Up Appearances: Let There Be Light
Hyacinth decides to host an indoor-outdoor barbecue and insists that Richard invites CP Benedict, a nodding acquaintance who has appeared on a television gardening show. Meanwhile, she stocks up on greenery and turns her house into a jungle.

9:30 As Time Goes By
Back from California and suffering from jet lag, Lionel takes to bed. Jean, however, must see to a problem on the part of Judy and Sandy with the manager just appointed at the new branch office.

10:00 Austin City Limits: Cage The Elephant/Tank and the Bangas

26 SUNDAY

3:30 Downtown Abbey Season 2 Episodes 6-7

27 MONDAY

7:00 Antiques Roadshow: Bonanzaville Hour 1
Travel with Antiques Roadshow to Bonanzaville in West Fargo for the biggest find of the season, and watch as the owner is literally floored by the $500,000-$700,000 appraisal of his treasure.

8:00 Antiques Roadshow: Junk in the Trunk 5, Part 2
Discover more previously unseen appraisals from this season’s eight-city tour, such as Fantasia drawings and sketches from 1940, Alvin & the Chipmunks puppets, ca. 1958, and Israel Regardie’s manuscripts and book. Which is tonight’s big find?

9:00 No Passport Required: Houston
Join Chef Marcus Samuelsson in Houston – America’s most diverse city – to explore the food and culture of its Nigerian and West African community. Along the way, Samuelsson cooks with cutting-edge chefs as well as traditional home cooks.

10:00 Independent Lens: The First Rainbow Coalition
In 1969, the Chicago Black Panther Party began to form alliances across lines of race and ethnicity with other community-based movements in the city, including the Latino group the Young Lords Organization and the southern whites of the Young Patriots organization. Banding together in one of the most segregated cities in postwar America to collectively confront issues such as police brutality and substandard housing, they called themselves the Rainbow Coalition.

28 TUESDAY

7:00 Finding Your Roots With Henry Louis Gates Jr.: Secrets & Lies
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actors Sigourney Weaver, Justina Machado and Amy Ryan unearth surprising revelations about their family histories, forever altering how they see themselves.

8:00 Ruby Ridge: American Experience
Examine the 1992 FBI siege at Ruby Ridge that helped launch the modern militia movement through eyewitness accounts, including Randy Weaver’s daughter and
federal agents involved in the deadly confrontation.

9:00 Frontline: New American Nazis
Exposing a neo-Nazi group that has actively recruited inside the U.S. military. An investigation with ProPublica shows the group's terrorist objectives and how it gained strength after the 2017 Charlottesville rally.

10:00 Ray Stevens Cabaray
Nashville: Bruce Williams and Terry Ree

29 WEDNESDAY

7:00 Nature: The Cheetah Children
For nearly two years in the forested hills of Zimbabwe, wildlife cameraman Kim Wolhuter shadowed a wild cheetah family on foot, to reveal in intimate detail the cubs' remarkable journey to adulthood and their mother's dedication in raising them.

8:00 NOVA: The Planets: Ice Worlds
In the far reaches of the solar system, Uranus and Neptune dazzle with unexpected rings, supersonic winds and dozens of moons. And NASA's New Horizons gets a stunning up-close view of Pluto before venturing deep into the Kuiper Belt.

9:00 Expedition with Steve Backshall: Suriname – Lost World
Travel to the Guiana Shield with Steve Backshall, whose mission is to discover its abundance of wildlife and natural wonders. He travels deep into the untouched jungle, finding animals that have never encountered humans.

10:00 Bluegrass Underground: Keb' Mo'
Nashville-based singer/songwriting bluesman and four-time Grammy Award winner Keb' Mo' has been described as 'a living link to the seminal Delta blues that traveled up the Mississippi River and across the expanse of America.'

30 THURSDAY

7:00 This Old House Hour: Paradise Lost | Loose Railing, Smart Thermostat
The Camp Fire burned 90% of the homes in Paradise. Follow three families determined to rebuild. And then on Ask This Old House, Nathan tightens a railing; Mauro strips paint off hardware; Richard upgrades a thermostat.

8:00 B.B. King: American Masters
Explore B.B. King's challenging life and career through candid interviews with the "King of the Blues," filmed shortly before his death, and fellow music stars, including Bono, Bonnie Raitt, Carlos Santana, Eric Clapton, John Mayer, and Ringo Starr.

9:00 Fats Domino: American Masters
Discover how Fats Domino's brand of New Orleans rhythm and blues became rock 'n' roll. As popular in the 1950s as Elvis Presley, Domino suffered degradations in the pre-civil rights South and aided integration through his influential music.

10:00 Muscle Shoals to Music Row: Krystal Keith/Lance Carpenter
Country music singer Krystal Keith, daughter of Toby Keith, and Nashville recording artist and songwriter Lance Carpenter are the headline acts for this week's Muscle Shoals to Music Row.

31 FRIDAY

7:00 Washington Week
7:30 Capitol Journal Week in Review

8:30 Country Music: The Sons and Daughters of America (1964-1968)
See how country music reflects a changing America, with Loretta Lynn speaking to women everywhere, Merle Haggard becoming "The Poet of the Common Man" and audiences looking beyond race to embrace Charley Pride.

10:30 Antiques Roadshow Recut: Newport 3
Newport treasures delight in this half-hour Recut episode from the grounds of Rosecliff mansion, including a Faberge jade snuff bottle, an Arthur McGee Dexter Gordon suit and an Egyptian mummified falcon made around 200 BC. Which is up to $100,000?